In this article, we have derived suitable U-statistics from a sample of any size exceeding a specified integer to estimate the location and scale parameters of Lindley distribution without the evaluation of means, variances and co-variances of order statistics of an equivalent sample size arising from the corresponding standard form of distribution. The exact variances of the estimators have been also obtained.
Introduction
suggested a distribution to illustrate the difference between fiducial distribution and posterior distribution, the following probability density function (pdf), f (x) = θ 2 1 + θ (1 + x)e −θ x ; x > 0, θ > 0.
(1) Ghitany et al. (2008) developed different properties of, Lindley distribution and showed that the Lindley distribution fits better than the exponential distribution based on the waiting times before service of the bank customers. Sankaran (1970) used, Lindley distribution as the mixing distribution of a Poisson parameter and the resulting distribution is known as the Poisson-Lindley distribution. Zakerzadeh and Dolati (2009) obtained a generalized Lindley distribution and discussed its various properties and applications. Ghitany et al. (2013) and Nadarajah et al. (2011) recently proposed extensions of the Lindley distribution named the generalized Lindley and power Lindley distributions respectively. A discrete form of Lindley distribution was introduced by Gómez and Ojeda (2011) by discretizing the continuous Lindley distribution. Ali et al. (2013) considered Bayesian analysis of the Lindley model via informative and non-informative priors under different loss functions. Elbatal and Elgarhy (2013) have investigated most of the statistical properties of the transmuted quasi-Lindley distribution. Kadilar and Cakmakyapan (2016) introduced in the literature, the Lindley family of distributions. Nedjar and Zehdoudi (2016) introduced gamma Lindley distribution and studied some important properties of their proposed generalization. Shibu and Irshad (2016) introduced extended version of generalized Lindley distribution, it includes all the existing Lindley models. Again, Irshad and Maya (2017) developed another form of generalization and elucidated various reliability properties of their proposed model. Based on reparametrisation of (1.1), Sultan and Thubyani (2016) developed location scale extension of Lindley distribution and derived Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUEs) of location and scale parameters based on order statistics, its pdf is given by
x−µ σ ) , x > µ and θ , µ, σ > 0.
Even though best linear unbiased estimation of location and scale parameters using order statistics (see, Lloyd (1952) ) is a widely accepted method of estimation, one serious difficulty involved in the application of this method is that in order to obtain these estimators one requires the values of means, variances and covariances of the entire order statistics of a random sample of size n arising from the corresponding standard distribution. Thus, the results of Sultan and Thubyani (2016) cannot help one to obtain the BLUEs of µ and σ for larger values of n. However, if one obtains the BLUEs of µ and σ by order statistics based on small or moderate sample of size m and use this as kernel of degree m to construct appropriate U-statistics to estimate µ and σ , then these U-statistics are highly useful as they estimate the parameters explicitly. Moreover, these estimators are highly preferred as they utilize the optimality conditions of BLUE as well as U-statistics. Thomas and Sreekumar (2004) developed the concept of U-statistics by taking BLUE based on the order statistics of a random sample of size two as kernel of degree two to estimate the scale parameter of generalized exponential distribution. Again, Thomas and Sreekumar (2007) generalized the results of Thomas and Sreekumar (2004) to generate estimators based on U-statistics for the location and scale parameters of any distribution, by taking best linear functions of order statistics of a sample of size m < n as kernels. In the work of Sultan and Thubyani (2016), they did not mentioned the means, variances and the covariances of the order statistics arising from the standard form of (1.2). In the case of location scale family of distributions, a study based on order statistics, it is necessary to evaluate the moments of order statistics arising from the corresponding standard form of the distributions. Hence, the main objective of this work is to evaluate the moments of order statistics arising from the standard form of (1.2) for some known values of the shape parameter θ . Using these values, we determine the best linear unbiased estimators based on small sample sizes of the location and scale parameters of (1.2) and use them to generate appropriate U-statistics for estimating those parameters for any sample sizes.
BLUEs of location and scale parameters of Lindley distribution using order statistics
Let X = (X 1:m , X 2:m , · · · , X m:m ) be the vector of order statistics of a random sample of size m drawn from (1.2). Define Y r:m = X r:m −µ σ , r = 1, 2, · · · , m. Then, Y r:m , r = 1, 2, · · · , m are distributed as the order statistics of a random sample of size m drawn from the standard form of (1.2) with pdf f 0 (y). Let α = (α 1:m , α 2:m , · · · , α m:m ) and V = ((v r,s:m )) be the vector of means and dispersion matrix of the vector of order statistics of a random sample of size m drawn from f 0 (y). Then, the BLUEs of µ and σ based on order statistics given by (see, Sultan and Thubyani (2016) )
with variances given by
where 1 is a column vector of 1 s of the same dimension as X.
U-Statistics
Let X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n be independent observations coming from a population with distribution function F(x; θ ). Then, the U-statistic for the parameter θ with the symmetric kernel h(· ) of degree m is defined as
where B = {β /β = (β 1 , β 2 , · · · , β m ), β 1 < β 2 < · · · < β m } is one of the n m combinations of m integers chosen without replacement from the set (1, 2, · · · , n). Suppose that
Let
be the covariance between these two random variables. Then, the variance of the U-statistic given in (2.5) as (see, Hoeffding (1948) )
Estimation of parameters of Lindley distribution using U-Statistics
Let the BLUE of µ as given in (2.1) be represented as
and that of σ given in (2.2) be represented as
where a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a m and d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d m are constants. Now, we can easily write
as the U-statistic for estimating µ based on kernel given in (3.1) and
as the U-statistic for estimating µ based on kernel given in (3.2), where we define
, as the covariance between two h 1 (.) functions with exactly ω common observations and 
and
Clearly ξ
and are given in (2.3) and (2.4) respectively. Now, we evaluate the values of ξ (m) ω and ψ (m) ω for ω = 1, 2, · · · , m − 1, using the methodology developed by Thomas and Sreekumar (2008) , as explained in the following steps. Define the vectors b m+k for k = 1, 2, · · · , m − 1 as
and define . . .
. . .
and the vector w = (w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w m−1 ) . Then, the components ξ
Similarly, the values of ψ
where
m and g m+k is obtained from (3.7) just by replacing each a i by
Once we obtain the values of ξ
ω , ω = 1, 2, · · · , m − 1, from (3.9) and (3.10) respectively, then the exact variances of the U-statistics for estimating µ and σ based on any sample of size n can be obtained by using (3.5) and (3.6) without any further direct evaluation of moments of order statistics. Table 1 : Means of order statistics arising from the standard form of (1.2) for n = 2(1)10 and for θ = 0.50(0.50)2. n r θ = 0.50 Table 2 : Variances and covariances v r,s:n of order statistics arising from the standard form of (1.2) for 1 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ n, n = 2(1)10 and θ = 0.50(0.50)2. Table 2 : Continued n r s θ = 0.50 ω , for ω = 1, 2, · · · , m and m = 2(1)5. Table 7 :
1.20825 0.22504 0.23615 0.24031 Table 7 : Continued
Conclusions
The peculiarity of this estimation method is that, if we have the best linear unbiased estimator based on observation of size m as the kernel, then the evaluation of moments of order statistics of sample sizes up to 2m − 1 coming from standard form of (1.2) alone necessary to obtain the variances of the U-statistics defined in (3.5) and (3.6). For example, in the case of m = 5, by using the best linear unbiased estimators of µ and σ given in (2.1) and (2.2) respectively , one only needs the moments of order statistics arising from the standard of (1.2) for sample sizes up to 9 to obtain the U-statistic estimators for µ and σ and its variances for any sample of size n and for any given value of θ . Using the values of variances and co-variances of order statistics (given in Table 2 ) and the coefficients of, BLUEs of µ and σ (given in Table  3 and Table 4 Table 5 and Table 6 ). Also, we have evaluated the variances of the U-statistic estimators for µ and σ which are given in Table  7 . For practicing statisticians the results derived in the paper will be helpful, when they look for estimators of parameters of Lindley distribution using ordered random variables.
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APPENDIX
Here, we use MATHCAD software for all numerical computations. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the values of means, variances and covariances of the order statistics arising from the standard form of (1.2) for n = 2(1)10 and for different values of θ . For calculating the U-statistic estimators and its variances, we want the coefficients of X in the best linear unbiased estimators of µ and σ and the corresponding variances. Using the moments of order statistics given in Tables 1 and 2 and using the formulas defined in (2.1) and (2.3), we have evaluated the coefficients of X in the BLUE of µ and its variances for different values of θ and it is given in Table 3 . The moments of order statistics given in Tables 1 and 2 and using the formulas defined in (2.2) and (2.4), we have evaluated the coefficients of X in the BLUE of σ and its variances for different values of θ which are given in Table 4 . For computing the numerical values of variances of the U-statistic estimators defined in (3.5) and (3.6), first we want the numerical values of ξ 2 is nothing but the value of the variance. From Table 2 , it is obtained as 5.77647. Using the formula w k , the value of ξ Table 3 , the value of a 1 is 1.65385 and that of a 2 is -0.65385. Using these values, we can easily obtain the value of ξ (2) 1 . In the same way, we can easily obtain the values of ξ for various values of ω and we have evaluated all these values which are given in Table 5 . The Table 6 comprises the values of ψ ω , the only change is that instead of using the coefficients of X in the best linear unbiased estimator of µ and its variance, here we use the coefficients of X in the best linear unbiased estimator of σ and its variance. The numerical values of the variances of U-statistic estimators defined in, (3.5) and (3.6) are given in Table 7 for various values of parameters. If we put m = 2 the formula (3.5) reduces the following way for various values of n.
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